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***

One of the fascinating aspects of the war in Ukraine has been the extreme reluctance of the
mainstream press and Pentagon-CIA supporters to acknowledge, much less condemn, the
Pentagon for its role in bringing about this war. After all, the two concepts — the Pentagon’s
bringing about the crisis and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine — are not mutually exclusive. You
can  have  both  things  happening  — the  Pentagon  gins  up  the  crisis  with  the  aim of
“degrading” Russia and then Russia falls into the trap by getting mired down in a deadly
and destructive war against Ukraine.

But when one raises the first part of this equation — that is, the Pentagon’s role in ginning
up the crisis — the mainstream press and Pentagon-CIA supporters go ballistic. For them,
it’s heresy to point out what the Pentagon did to gin up the crisis. For them, the Pentagon
and the CIA are innocent, virtuous babes in the woods that would never do such a thing. For
them, the Pentagon and the CIA are nothing but a “force for good” in the world. 

But we know that the Pentagon and the CIA do engage in these types of evil machinations.
In fact, they did the same thing to Russia in 1979. They lured the Russians into invading
Afghanistan, with the same goal they had with their Ukraine machinations — to give the
Russians  their  own “Vietnam,”  which  meant  “degrading”  Russia  through the  killing  of
massive numbers of Russian soldiers. 

“Conspiracy theory”? Well, not exactly. That’s because National Security Advisor Zbigniew
Brzezinski,  in  a  remarkable  degree  of  candor,  admitted  that  they  had  knowingly,
deliberately, and intentionally done it. He was proud of it. He was bragging about how they
had gotten the Russians to fall into their trap. The entire national-security establishment
loved the fact that tens of thousands of Russian soldiers were being killed in the process.
The more soldiers being killed, the more Russia was being “degraded.”

That’s why they are so ecstatic every time more Russian soldiers are killed in Ukraine. With
each dead soldier, Russia is “degraded” a bit more. The more soldiers killed, the more
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Russia is“degraded.”

Ginning up a new Cold War with Russia was the whole idea behind keeping NATO in
existence after the ostensible end of the original Cold War. The Cold War had been a great
big cash cow for the U.S. national-security establishment. They weren’t about to let go of it
that easily. So, they used NATO, which by this time was just an old Cold War dinosaur, to
begin absorbing former members of the Warsaw Pact. That would enable the Pentagon and
the CIA to install their military bases and nuclear missiles ever closer to Russia’s border. 

Throughout  this  process,  Russia  was  objecting,  and  Pentagon  and  CIA  officials  knew  it.
Moreover, Russia consistently made it clear that absorbing Ukraine into NATO was a “red
line” for  Russia,  one that  would cause Russia  to  invade Ukraine to  prevent  that  from
happening. 

Once Russia made that declaration, the Pentagon and the CIA had Russia right where it
wanted it. The Pentagon then sprung the trap by simply announcing that NATO intended to
absorb Ukraine. Not surprisingly, Russia ended up invading Ukraine, which has given Russia
another  “Vietnam,”  just  like  what  happened  back  in  1979  with  Russia’s  invasion  of
Afghanistan.

There is nothing new about this type of thing. Back in 1964, the Pentagon knowingly,
intentionally, and deliberately ginned up a fake and fraudulent crisis in the Gulf of Tonkin
near North Vietnam. The goal? To embroil  the United States in the Vietnam War.  The
strategy worked. President Lyndon Johnson used the fake and fraudulent Pentagon-induced
crisis in the Gulf of Tonkin to secure a congressional resolution that authorized him to
embroil  the United States in a war that ultimately took the lives of more than 58,000
American soldiers and more than a million Vietnamese. 

Why do Pentagon-CIA supporters get so bent out of shape when one points to these types of
Pentagon-CIA machinations? Because the Pentagon, the CIA, and the NSA are a triune god
to these people. And they don’t like it when someone exposes the evil actions of their triune
god.  After  all,  look at  how much they love what  U.S.  officials  have done to  Julian Assange
and Edward Snowden for disclosing the evil actions of their triune god.

There is something important to keep in mind about this strategy of “degrading” Russia.
Every one of those Russian and Ukrainian soldiers who have been killed in this war had
families or friends, just like American soldiers do.Those families and friends are grieving the
loss of those soldiers, just like families of American soldiers grieve over the loss of their
loved ones. 

That is what makes the Pentagon and the CIA’s machinations so evil. When a regime is
celebrating the deaths of massive numbers of people who are dying as a result of a strategy
that is designed to “degrade” a foreign regime, that is an excellent sign that there is
something fundamentally wrong, from a moral standpoint, with that regime.
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born and raised in Laredo, Texas, and received his B.A. in economics from Virginia Military
Institute and his law degree from the University of Texas. He was a trial attorney for twelve
years in Texas. He also was an adjunct professor at the University of Dallas, where he
taught law and economics. In 1987, Mr. Hornberger left the practice of law to become
director of programs at the Foundation for Economic Education. He has advanced freedom
and free markets on talk-radio stations all across the country as well as on Fox News’ Neil
Cavuto and Greta van Susteren shows and he appeared as a regular commentator on Judge
Andrew Napolitano’s show Freedom Watch. View these interviews at LewRockwell.com and
from Full Context. Send him email.
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